
With continuous improvements, the textile company Nordifas vision is to reach higher efficiency and quality. 
Product developers, industrial designers and operations engineers believe that no other company on the 

market has managed to solve as many problems as Nordifa has within numerous of sectors. Nordifas textile 
material is of high quality and environment certified according to the ISO- standards. That means that all parts 

of the operations at Nordifa are carefully audited - from purchasing raw materials to customer satisfaction. 

N ordifa is a pronounced 
problem-solver. Re-
gardless of if it’s con-
cerning a long-lived 
pressed felt or materi-
al that can survive high 

temperatures in a steelworks, a military 
boot with high comfort that can take 
very low temperatures (–40° Celcius), 
or a good tennis floor that can give an 
arena a great sound environment, Nordifa 
has the solution.  

    –When I took over Nordifa back in 
2004, the company was not going well. 
They mainly produced rolls of felt that 
other companies converted to shoe soles, 
furniture paws etc. However, Nordifa was 
already unique because it was the only felt 
producer in Sweden that had a complete 
chain of production, from fibre to func-
tion, Robert Bornefalk CEO Nordifa says. 

The first immediate measure that Robert 
took was to reduce the organisation to 
get rid of costs. In the meantime, a new 
7 point strategy for the future was de-
veloped. 

   – An important step forward was the 
collaboration with the Danish designer 
Boris Berlin, who wanted to find a manu-
facturer that could produce furniture and 
moulded furniture details from recycled 
pet bottles. Together with Boris we built 
and created our first line of production 
for moulded felt. Boris won a few pre-
stigious awards for the products and our 
collaboration continues to this day. Our 
latest work entail different projects where 
we test moulding for natural materials, 
degradable polyester and cellulose-based 
fibres, Robert says. 

Moulded products fulfil the standards 
of today’s sustainability, but also brings 
acoustic qualities and feel of textile. De-
signers from all over the world are now 
reaching out to Nordifa to participate in 
different projects. 

   –We work with about thirty textile raw 
materials - from ”virgin synthetic fibre” 
which is still the only alternative that can 
survive a demanding industrial process 
for filtration, to different kinds of natu-
ral materials, where wool is dominating. 
There is extensive work to increase the 
shares of natural materials in our pro-
cesses, Robert says. 

In a big part of Nordifas production, es-
pecially when it comes to compression 

Innovative textile technology 
with unlimited possibilities

moulding, polyester fibre made from re-
cycled pet bottles is being used. To care 
for the environment is of utmost priority 
for Nordifa. 

    – Our processes are certainly environ-
mental friendly to the tee, but we also 
try to help our clients work for the en-
vironment. We do that by suggesting the 
replacement of products that harm the 
environment with light, strong and noise 
reducing textile material, Robert says. 

Nordifa has a strong focus on industrial 
environmental care where their high-per-
formance filters can help nordic indu-
strial processes to eliminate their emis-
sions, reduce their power consumption 
and lower their costs. As said, caring for 
the environment is a strong priority for 
Nordifa and ahead they are looking closer 
at new areas. 

    – Textile as a material of construction is 
still unknown for most designers within 

several sectors. We see big possibilities, 
above all with moulded products. We love 
to take the lead in spreading informa-
tion and knowledge about what you can 
do with textile technology to designers, 
constructors and more, including futu-
re clients and students at technical and 
design universities, Robert concludes.


